We show the decidability of model checking PA-processes against several first-order logics based upon the reachability predicate. The main tool for this result is the recognizability by tree automata of the reachability relation. The tree automata approach and the transition logics we use allow a smooth and general treatment of parameterized model checking for PA. This approach is extended to handle a quite general notion of costs of PA-steps. In particular, when costs are Parikh images of traces, we show decidability of a transition logic extended by some form of first-order reasoning over costs.
Introduction
Verification of infinite-state systems is a very active field of research where one studies how the decidability results that underly the successful technology of model checking for finite state systems can be extended to more expressive computational models. In this field, many different models have been studied, ranging from infinite-data models (like channel systems) to infinite-control models (like process algebras), including timed automata and hybrid systems.
Infinite-state process algebras can have decidable verification problem, as was first shown by Baeten et al. [3] . Since then many results have been obtained, applying to more and more complex process algebras (see [8] for a recent survey). These results have applications to the static analysis of programs, in situations where one is willing to abstract from the data and concentrate on control where complex recursive behavior involving parallelism is at hand [16, 17] .
Among such process algebras, PA is one of the most expressive: PA [4] allows recursive definitions, sequential and parallel compositions. Actions are uninterpreted and do not synchronize. Recently, several verification problems have been shown decidable for PA (or extensions of PA) using a variety of fairly involved techniques (see, e.g., [6, 5, 24, 25, 22, 21, 30] ).
An example PA process. Fig. 1 shows a toy program (in some imperative syntax) that computes the weight of a binary tree.
function W (T) function W_seq (T) l0: if T->size > 100
l5: if T->size > 1 then then cobegin l6: w1 := W_seq (T->left) l1:
w1 := W (T->left) l7: w2 := W_seq (T->right) l2:
[] w2 := W (T->right) l8: return T->val + w1 + w2 coend else l3:
return T->val + w1 + w2 l9: return T->val else l4:
return W_seq (T)
Fig. 1. A divide-and-conquer program that uses coroutines
The program applies a simple divide-and-conquer strategy based on weight(T) = weight(T->left) + weight(T->right). There is a twist however: the recursive calls are made in parallel (using coroutines in a "cobegin .. [] .. coend" block) for large trees, and in sequence for small trees (say, because one considers that for small trees the overhead for parallelism is discouraging).
PA is a natural formalism for modeling the behavior of programs like Weight at an abstract level. Typically, the PA process associated with such a program abstracts away from the data (so that if .. then .. else constructs reduce to non-determinism) but it keeps track of the flow of control, even when coroutines run concurrently.
For example, we can model the Weight program with the following PA system (the semantics of which is defined in section 2): r 1 : X l0 − → (X l1 X l2 ).X l3 , r 7 : X l5 − → X l6 .(X l7 .X l8 ), r 2 : X l0 − → X l4 , r 8 : X l5 − → X l9 , r 3 : X l1 − → X l0 , r 9 : X l6 − → X l5 , r 4 : X l2 − → X l0 , r 10 : X l7 − → X l5 , r 5 : X l3 − → 0, r 11 : X l8 − → 0, r 6 : X l4 − → X l5 , r 12 : X l9 − → 0.
This PA system uses 9 constant names, one per statement in the Weight program, and 12 rewrite rules (named r 1 , . . . , r 12 for further reference).
Now, the behavior of the Weight program is mimicked by the PA term X l0 .
Of course, since we abstracted away from the data in a drastic way, the PA term X l0 exhibit "more" behavior. Still, any safety property of X l0 also holds for the Weight program.
Examples of such properties are (stated informally) "at any time, the degree of parallelism (largest number of parallel active subterms) is smaller than the number of pending X l3 ". Later we describe logics in which to express such properties, and methods to check them algorithmically.
Regular model checking for PA systems. In [27] , we advocated regular tree languages and tree automata as an easy-to-use tool for tackling (some) problems about PA, and we proved that the reachability sets (both forward and backward) of a PA process (and more generally of a regular set of processes) is regular. Our proofs are effective and give simple polynomial-time algorithms which can be used for a variety of problems based on reachability among PA-processes (see [16, 17] for applications in data-flow analysis). Our approach has been applied to other process algebras [20, 26] . These automata techniques have also been applied to a subset of PRS [7] .
Here we extend our previous work in several ways:
Recognizable tree relations: We move from automata for tree languages to tree relations and show that * − → over PA-processes is recognizable. First-order transition logic: Recognizability of solutions of a given formula, and thus allows parameterized model checking, model measuring, . . . Costs: We enrich PA with a notion of "cost of steps" which is more general than traces (the sequence of action names). These costs allow to encode various measures (e.g., degree of parallelism) and view PA as a truly concurrent model (e.g., costs can encode timing measures where parallelism is faster than interleaving). We extend the transition logic so that it can handle decomposable cost predicates and show several applications (e.g., decidability for various timed transition logics). Parameterized constraints over * − →: Finally, we define TLC , the transition logic where costs are the Parikh images of traces and where integer variables and Presburger formulas are freely used to state constraints on reachability. Over PA-processes, TLC is not decidable but we isolate a rich fragment which is. This last result relies on regular tree grammar with costs. A similar logic PTTL with (parameterized) costs encoding timing measures is shown to have similar properties.
Related work. Dauchet and Tison introduced the idea of using recognizable related in the study of ground rewrite systems [12] . They show that the first-order theory of the (iterated) rewrite relation of a ground rewrite system is decidable, using ground tree transducers (or GTT's, a class of tree automata that accept pairs of terms). PA processes are defined via ground rewrite rules, but there are restrictions on the application of transitions to sequential compositions, and this forbids using GTT's: indeed, the relation induced by a ground rewrite system is stable under context, which is not the case of the relation induced by PA processes. But the strong similarity between PA processes and ground rewrite systems suggested looking further into recognizable relations for PA.
Several temporal logics with cost constraints have been proposed for finite state systems (see [14, 1] for recent proposals). Bouajjani et al. exhibit some decidable (fragments of) temporal logics over PA-processes [6, 5] , but temporal logics deal with paths and are quite different from transition logics where a first-order theory of states is available (more explanations in Section 6.1).
For costs that are Parikh images of traces, [15] shows recognizability of the ternary relation s c − → t over BPP (PA without sequential composition) but does not consider applications to the first-order transition logic. [11] shows recognizability of the reachability relation between configurations of timed automata, introduces the transition logic and uses it for model measuring and parameterized model checking. An important technical difference is that our automata recognize pairs of trees (PA-processes) while [15] handles tuples of integers (markings of BPP's) and [11] handles tuples of reals (clock values). For prefix word rewriting, [9] shows several applications of the recognizability of the transition relation.
Reachability in PA is investigated in [28, 30] . The underlying methods apply to more general systems (like PRS [29] ) but they are quite complex since they view terms modulo structural congruence. As explained in [27] , we believe it is better to only introduce structural congruence at a later stage.
The combination of costs and tree automata has been studied by Seidl [36] with compiler optimization in mind (involving more general costs than ours), not decidability of logics on trees (where the relevant problem is the combination of cost automata). Actually our construction for decomposable predicates coincides with his construction for embedded costs in automata.
Plan of the article. We define PA in Section 2 and show simple recognizability results in Section 3. Recognizability of the reachability relation is dealt with in Section 4, opening the way to the decidability of several transition logics (Sections 6 and 7). We finally introduce TLC , a rich transition logic with Parikh costs in Section 8, and show decidability (of fragments) via regular tree grammars with costs. Then we describe PTTL a transition logic with costs measuring time (Section 9).
2 The PA process algebra PA may be defined in several (essentially equivalent) ways. Our definition:
(1) uses rewrite rulesà la Moller [32] , (2) does not identify terms modulo structural congruence, (3) incorporates a notion of costs for steps, (4) is a big-steps semantics (in the sense of [34] ).
(1) is now quite common in the field of infinite state systems. In [27] , we showed the usefulness of (2) in the tree-automata view of PA. (3) is a general concept that allows measuring PA steps in decidable logics. (4) is required by our definition of costs (and makes things clearer as seen, e.g., in [17] ).
Syntax
Assume M = {c 1 , c 2 , . . .} is a finite set of constant names called cost units. We write T M to denote the set {c, c , . . .} of cost terms over M , given by the following abstract syntax c, c ::
We say a cost term is null if it is only made of 0 M 's, ⊕'s and ⊗'s (i.e., contains no c i from M ).
Given a set Const = {X, Y, Z, . . .} of process constants, T Const , or T when the underlying Const is clear, is the set {s, t, . . .} of PA-terms, given by the following abstract syntax − → t } and Pre * (t) def = {t | t * − → t} denote the set of iterated successors and (resp.) iterated predecessors of t. Post * (t) is also called the reachability set of t.
Remark 2.5 Our definition is a big-steps semantics in which one cannot express directly the usual one-step transitions classically used for process algebra. Small-steps can usually be recovered through the cost labels. For example, if all rules in ∆ carry a same cost unit c u ∈ M , then a step s c − → t is a small-step iff c u occurs exactly once in c.
About the costs of PA steps
The cost c in a PA step s c − → t is an uninterpreted term. In later sections, we shall interpret cost terms in some semantic domain M. Each cost unit is interpreted by some element of M, and ⊕, ⊗ are interpreted by operations in M that admit as neutral element the interpretation of 0 M . This is extended in the standard way so that every cost term c ∈ T M denotes some c ∈ M, written [ In such interpretations for costs, ⊕ and ⊗ will usually be associative and commutative. One may want that, e.g., corresponding steps from (t 1 t 2 ) t 3 and from t 1 (t 2 t 3 ) have the same costs.
Interpretations for cost terms will be not used until section 5. However, in order to illustrate the potential of this mechanism, we now provide a few example possibilities.
Example 2.6 (Traces as costs)
The usual definition of PA has transitions labeled with action names from some Act = {a, b, . . .} (and big-steps labeled with traces, i.e., sequences of action names).
This can be recovered through cost labels: take finite non-empty subsets of Act * as concrete costs, with ⊕ interpreted as language concatenation, ⊗ as language shuffle (both having (0 =){ε} as neutral element). If rules in ∆ have the form
Example 2.7 (Parikh costs) By interpreting costs in M = N p with both ⊕ and ⊗ denoting vector addition, we obtain another set of concrete costs. This can be used for counting occurrences of actions of each type (assuming Act = {a 1 , . . . , a p } contains p distinct actions). Here a rule X c − → t ∈ ∆, where c = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) has a 1 in position i, records one occurrence of a i .
Example 2.8 (Costs for timing)
It is natural to choose M to be a time domain T that can be N, or Q + , or R + , . . . . A rule X c − → t from ∆ is labeled with its duration c ∈ T and one can, for example, interpret ⊕ as addition and ⊗ as max. This interpretations assumes that the time it takes for the parallel composition of t 1 * − → s 1 and t 2 * − → s 2 is the maximum of the times any one of them takes.
3 Tree languages, regular tree grammars, and regular cost grammars
We assume familiarity with finite trees (or terms) and only recall the basic notions from regular tree languages and tree grammars. We refer to [10] for more details.
Given a finite ranked alphabet F = F 0 ∪ F 1 ∪ · · · ∪ F m , T F denotes the set of terms (or finite trees) built from F. A tree language is any subset L of T F .
The sets T M and T from section 2.1 are two more examples.
Regular tree grammars and regular cost grammars
A regular tree grammar is a tuple G = F, Q, Q Ax , δ where F is a finite ranked alphabet, Q = {Q 1 , . . .} is a finite set of non-terminals, Q Ax ∈ Q is the axiom, and δ ⊆ Q × n∈N (F n × Q n ) ∪ Q × Q is a finite set of derivation rules. A rule of the form Q, f, Q 1 , . . . , Q n (where f has arity n) is usually denoted by Q −→ f (Q 1 , . . . , Q n ), while a rule of the form Q, Q is denoted by Q −→ Q (and is called an ε-rule). Below we follow the standard practice, when writing down a grammar, of grouping rules that share a same left-hand side and list the right-hand sides separated by a "|".
Example 3.2 Take F as in Example 3.1 and let Q = {Q o , Q e } be a set of non-terminals, Q e being the axiom. The following 10 rules make a regular tree grammar
Grammar rules are rewrite rules between mixed terms, i.e., terms built on F ∪Q where non-terminals can appear as nullary symbols. A one-step derivation, written s t, is possible when t is obtained from s by replacing one occurrence of some non-terminal Q in s by a term u that comes from a rule (Q −→ u) ∈ δ. A derivation of t n from t 0 is a sequence of steps t 0 t 1 · · · t n , denoted by t 0 * t n .
Example 3.3 With the above grammar, a possible derivation is
More generally, one proves that Q e * t (resp. Q o * t) iff t is a mixed term built with an even (resp. odd) number of symbols.
Below we shall also use regular tree grammars for cost terms, and call them regular cost grammars. This profits from the fact that cost terms are just trees over the signature F M consisting of M augmented by 0, ⊕ and ⊗.
Regular tree languages
The tree language generated by a non-terminal Q (assuming some underlying grammar) is L(Q)
Note that L(Q) has no mixed terms. The language L(G) generated by the grammar G is L(Q Ax ), where Q Ax is the axiom of G.
The size |G| of a regular tree grammar G is defined in the usual way, as the number of symbols it takes to write the rules. One can decide if L(G) is empty or not in time O(|G|).
We say that L ⊆ T F is a regular tree language, if L = L(G) for some regular tree grammar G. For example, the language of F-terms having an even number of symbols is regular, as explained by Example 3.3. It is well-known that regular tree languages are closed under union, intersection, and complementation.
Considering PA-processes as trees allows developing symbolic approaches based on regular languages, as in [23] . Regular sets of PA-terms are easy to manipulate symbolically, but they are expressive enough to denote many interesting sets. For example, by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, the set of terminated processes is Final def = {t | Const(t) = ∅}, which is easily seen to be regular.
A more general result is given by the Regularity Theorems of [27] : if L is a regular set of PA-terms, then Post * (L) and Pre * (L) are regular too.
Regular tree grammars vs. bottom-up tree automata
Reversing the arrows in the derivation rules of a regular tree grammar transforms the generating device into an accepting device, i.e., a bottom-up tree automaton, and the recognizable tree languages are defined as the languages accepted by these automata. Both devices have the same power in the sense that a language is regular iff it is recognizable (see [10] for details). Actually, the algorithms used for combining regular languages, deciding the emptiness of L(G), etc., have been designed for tree automata. However, we use regular tree grammars in this article because they fit our approach better. Since moving from a grammar to a tree automaton, and vice versa, is straightforward (simply reverse the arrows!) we still have at hand all the algorithmics designed for tree automata.
Regularity of Post
We now show that, for any PA-declaration ∆, and any X ∈ Const, the set Post * (X) is a regular tree language. This result is already present in [27] but we recall it since the construction will be extended later in this paper (and the definitions in section 2 are slightly different from those in [27] ).
Describing Post * (t) for a given t is easy after we make some observations. Consider some t ∈ T and write t under the form C[X 1 , . . . , X n ] where C[ ], the skeleton, is a n-holes context made out of "0"s, " "s and "."s, and where X 1 , . . . , X n are the n different occurrences of process constants in t (note that the X i 's need not be distinct).
Assume now t * − → u. Then the skeleton C[ ] of t has been preserved in u, and u is some C[u 1 , . . . , u n ] where X i * − → u i . This is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
However, not every such C[u 1 , . . . , u n ] is reachable from t: the priority rule for sequential composition must be obeyed, i.e., a X i to the right of some sequential composition operator "." can only be transformed if the left-hand side of that "." is terminated. More formally, we have
. . , n and, for any i, j such that X i and X j occur respectively to the left and to the right of a same occurrence of "." in C[ ], either u i is terminated, or u j = X j .
For example, assume t = (X 1 X 2 ).X 3 , u 1 ∈ Post * (X 1 ), u 2 ∈ Post * (X 2 ) and u 3 ∈ Post * (X 3 ). Then (u 1 u 2 ).u 3 ∈ Post * (t) iff u 3 = X 3 or u 1 u 2 is terminated (i.e., u 1 and u 2 are terminated).
It is now easy to write a regular grammar for Post * (X): the non-terminals are all Q s , Q s and I s for s ∈ Sub(∆) and we give rules such that for any s ∈ Sub(∆) we have:
In other words, Q s generates all terminated processes in Post * (s).
The following rules ensure L(I s ) = {s}:
We now need rules for the Q s and Q s non-terminals, ensuring (1). When s is not some Y ∈ Const, the rules keep track of the structure of s, relying on Lemma 3.4:
When s is some Y ∈ Const, we rely on
which leads to the following grammar rules (note that the last rules are ε-rules):
Finally, the rules in δ 1 ∪δ 2 ∪δ 3 ensure (1), and Post * (X) is the language generated by axiom Q X .
A cost grammar for derivations
It is possible to provide a regular cost grammar that generates exactly the cost terms labeling possible PA steps. The cost grammar (called C Post * ) is obtained with the same techniques that provided a regular tree grammar (called G Post * ) for Post * (X), and the rules in the two grammars are in close correspondence.
Here we give the two grammars side by side:
G Post * and C Post * describe the intended reachability sets and the associated sets of costs in the following sense:
(1) I t * s iff s = t (and hence t
The proof (omitted) is by structural induction and is similar to the proof of the regularity theorems in [27] .
Regular tree grammars and n-ary relations
In this section, we explain how one can go beyond the regularity of Post * (t) and Pre * (t): the relation * − → itself can be generated by a regular tree grammar. But this development requires that we first define a notion of recognizable tree relations.
Recognizable tree relations
We follow [12] . Given two terms s, t ∈ T F , the pair (s, t) can be seen as a single term over a product alphabet
where ⊥ is a new symbol with arity 0. A symbol (f, g) in F × is written shortly f g and its arity is the maximum of the arities of f and g. Formally we define s × t as the term in T F × given recursively by
This definition is extended to products of n terms s 1 × . . . × s n in the obvious way.
. .×s n for s 1 , . . . , s n ∈ R is a regular tree language (seen as a set of terms built on the product alphabet).
is a recognizable relation and a tree grammar generating Id needs only one non-terminal I, and rules I −→ f f (I, . . . , I) for all f ∈ F.
Intersections, unions, and complements of recognizable n-ary relations are also recognizable. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the ith projection of a n-ary relation R is the (n − 1)-ary relation obtained by suppressing the ith component in any n-tuple of R. For 0 ≤ i ≤ n, the ith cylindrification (also called inverse projection) of R is the largest (n + 1)-ary relation whose (i + 1)th projection is R. Both the ith projection and the ith cylindrification of a recognizable relation R are recognizable.
The important corollary is that the first-order theory of recognizable relations over finite trees is decidable, or, more precisely: Lemma 19] ) Let ϕ(x 1 , . . . , x n ) be a first-order formula over F-trees where the predicates denote recognizable relations R 1 , . . .. Let Sol (ϕ) denote { t 1 , . . . , t n | |= ϕ(t 1 , . . . , t n )}, the set of n-tuples described by ϕ, or "the solutions of ϕ". Then Sol (ϕ) is a recognizable subset of T n F . Furthermore, from regular grammars G 1 , . . . generating R 1 , . . ., one can build a regular tree grammar G ϕ recognizing Sol (ϕ).
Remark 4.3
The construction of G ϕ may require nested exponential steps (for each alternation of universal and existential quantifications in ϕ) but this probably cannot be avoided since the first-order logic of finite trees has a nonelementary decision problem [31] .
Recognizability of the reachability relation
Once the notion of recognizable relations is understood, our earlier construction for the recognizability of Post * (X) is easily extended into a construction for the recognizability of * − →. For non-terminals we consider all I ⊥,s , Q X,s , Q ⊥,s , Q X,s and Q ⊥,s for X ∈ Const and s ∈ Sub(∆), to which we add three specific non-terminals I, R and R .
We shall give rules ensuring that for any s, X ∈ Sub(∆)
and
Hence a non-terminal like Q X,s recognizes {X ×t | Q s * t in G Post * } so that the corresponding rules are small variants of the rules given in (δ 1 -δ 3 ) for G Post * (we give them in full in Section 4.3 when costs are accounted for). Now, if we assume (2), the rules for R, R and I are straightforward 2 :
The interesting consequence is:
Proposition 4.4 For any ∆, the relation * − → between PA terms is a recognizable relation, and there is a regular tree grammar with size O(|∆| 2 ) that generates it.
Since the image of a recognizable language via a recognizable relation is recognizable, the regularity theorems of [27] are direct corollaries of Proposition 4.4. Since the non-terminals of the grammar are indexed by pairs u, v where u is a name of ∆ or ⊥ and v a subterm of ∆ or ⊥, the size of the grammar is O(|∆| 2 ).
Remark 4.5 The recognizability of * − → is a stronger result than the regularity of Post * (L) and Pre * (L) for regular L. In particular, there exist alternative ways of defining PA, where regularity theorems hold but where * − → is not recognizable.
For example, an alternative definition of PA is obtained by replacing the rule (R S ) from Section 2 with
(indeed, why not get rid of these useless terminated processes?). With this new definition, it is still true that, for regular L ⊆ T , Pre * (L) and Post * (L) are regular tree languages, but the relation * − → is in general not recognizable (see Appendix A). This is one more justification for our choice of SOS rules for PA.
Costs for reachability
It turns out we can easily write a cost grammar side by side with the regular tree grammar for * − →. The whole construction is given in Fig. 3 , where the usual quantifications "for all Y c − → s ∈ ∆, etc." have been collected at the bottom of the page but are exactly like everywhere else in this work.
The fundamental property of this tree grammar and the associated cost grammar is:
PROOF (Idea). One completes i. and ii. with other similar statements that cover the other non-terminals of the grammar. This gives nine statements (omitted, but they follow the pattern of Equations (2-3)) that we prove simultaneously.
Then the proof is in several steps:
1. We first prove all statements of the form "R * s × t implies s c − → t and C R * c" by induction over the derivation of R * s × t. There are 37 cases to consider, depending on which grammar rule is used first. Let us mention a few typical cases: 2. We prove all statements of the form "s * − → t implies R * s × t". This is done simultaneously for all non-terminals by induction over the derivation of s * − → t. We only mention two typical cases:
non-terminals R and rule R C : the derivation s * − → t is X * − → t deduced from a derivation of u * − → t and the existence of a rule X − → u in ∆. Then Q X,u * X × t by ind. hyp., so that R Q X,X * X × t using rule (14) and then (25 3. We finally prove all statements of the form "C R * c implies that there are some s and t s.t. s c − → t" (and then R * s × t has already been proven). This is done by induction on the derivation of C R * c, by case analysis of the 37 rules. We only mention one typical case:
rule (37) (25) combine an ε-rule for trees with a normal rule for costs, thereby allowing a structural difference between PAterms and the associated costs. This slight difference is enough to cause the undecidability of transition logics with costs (see Prop. 8.1).
In order to better capture the relationship between grammar rules for PAterms and grammar rules for the associated costs, we now introduce tree grammars with costs, a new device designed to deal with the ternary relation s c − → t. These grammars aim at capturing simultaneously the derivation on terms and the derivation on costs in a synchronous way.
Basic definitions
Operation on terms. Positions are sequences of integers used to point inside terms: the subterm of t at position i is denoted by t|i, and the term obtained from t by replacing the subterm of t at position i by s is denoted
For more details on these classical notions, the reader is referred to [13] .
Costs. For tree grammar with costs, we assume that the interpretation domain for costs is M = N p for some p, i.e., each c ∈ T M , is interpreted as some [[c] ] in N p . Furthermore, and since we shall have to combine costs in various ways, we consider a more general notion of cost terms where we have a larger set of binary function symbols instead of only ⊕ and ⊗. 
Observe that all I are associative-commutative and admit 0, . . . , 0 as neutral element. In this setting, we often write "+" instead of " ∅ ".
Grammars.
A regular tree grammar with costs is a tuple G = F, Q, C, Q Ax , δ where Q is a set of non-terminals for trees, C = {C Q | Q ∈ Q} is a set of nonterminals for costs, Q Ax ∈ Q is the axiom, and δ is a set of rules r of the form Q
is a regular tree grammar with costs.
As appears in this example, the rules carry a cost term c and (sometimes) a cost operation I . The intuition is that applying such a rule incurs a given amount, namely c, to be combined using I with the cost of the rest of the derivation.
The derivation relation. Before defining formally what are derivations for tree grammars with costs, we consider one example derivation, based on the grammar of Example 5.1:
Observe that mixed terms and mixed cost terms are rewritten alongside, in pairs. Here, the first step has replaced Q by a parallel composition Q Q and the cost has been updated to c + (C Q + C Q ) (i.e., the cost c of parallelizing, plus the cost for the future derivations from Q plus the cost for the future derivations from Q .
For the second step, we choose a non-terminal in Q Q , say Q , that is derived into Q using the rule Q c,+ −→ Q. This means that the cost C Q corresponding to Q must be replaced by c + C Q . In the result (Q Q, c + (C Q + (c + C Q ))) we have now two occurrences of Q and two occurrences of C Q , but the first occurrence of Q is related to the first occurrence of C Q and the second occurrence of Q is related to the second occurrence of C Q . These dependencies must be remembered in further derivations, which makes the notion of derivation more complex.
We now define derivations more formally. Firstly, we extend the signature for terms with Q and the signature for cost terms with C. Given a term t (resp. a cost term c), we define P os Q (t) (resp. P os C (c)) to be the set of positions of occurrences of symbols of Q in t (resp. C in c). For instance P os Q (X (Q 1 .Q 2 )) = {2.1, 2.2}.
Secondly, we consider triples (t, c, σ) where σ is a 1-to-1 mapping from P os Q (t) to P os C (c) such that t|i = Q iff c|σ(i) = C Q : in other words for each occurrence of the non-terminal Q in t, there is a corresponding unique occurrence of the non-terminal C Q .
By definition (t, c, σ) (t , c , σ ) iff
• either there exists a position i ∈ P os Q (t) and a rule Q
• or there exists a position i ∈ P os Q (t) and a rule Q
For simplicity, we usually drop the third component which is merely a technical way to relate occurrences of Q and C Q and we simply write (t, c) (t , c ). Given a sequence (Q, C Q ) (t 1 , c 1 ) . . . (t n , c n ), we write (Q, C Q ) * (t n , c n ) and (t n , c n ) ∈ L(Q). The language generated by G is L(G) = L(Q Ax ).
Since we are interested in interpreted costs, we define L(Q)
Example 5.2 Let G be as in example 5.1, let + be the cost operation associated to . A sequence of derivation is
Let G = Q, C, Q Ax , δ be a regular tree grammar with costs. G can be seen as the blending of a tree grammar and a cost grammar, and it is easy to extract these components:
• The regular tree grammar induced by G is G R = F, Q, Q Ax , δ R where δ R is the set of rules
• The regular cost grammar G C induced by G has C Q = {C Q | Q ∈ Q} as set of non-terminals and the rules
The link between these grammars is established by the next proposition:
(⇐:) We prove it for costs and leave the proof for terms to the reader. Let C Q * c in the grammar G C . We prove the result by induction on the length of the derivation.
• Base case: the derivation uses a rule C Q −→ c (c a constant cost, possibly 0 M ). By definition of G C and G R there exists a rule Q c −→ f ∈ G and a rule Q −→ f ∈ G R . This yields a derivation (Q, C Q ) (f, c) and a derivation Q f .
• For the induction step, assume the derivation has the form C Q c I C Q * c , using a rule C Q −→ c I C Q in G C . Thenc is some c I c and C Q * c . By definition of G C there exists a rule Q −
In general the sets L C (Q) can be quite arbitrary and are usually not decidable subsets of N p . However, with Parikh costs (only use the + operation), these sets are semilinear sets 3 according to the next proposition:
Proposition 5.4 Let G = (F, Q, C, Q Ax , δ) be a regular tree grammar with Parikh costs. Then the set L C (Q) is an effectively computable semilinear set of N p for any Q ∈ Q.
PROOF (Idea). The L C (Q)'s are the Parikh images of a context-free language for which a grammar can be read out of the cost rules, and hence is an effectively computable semilinear set of N p [33] . 2
Operations on tree grammars with costs
We shall later need closure results, stating that sets defined by tree grammars with costs are closed under product, conjunction and projection. These results are proved by exhibiting the constructions on tree grammars with costs that realize these operations. In this subsection we assume G and G are two tree grammars with costs recognizing, respectively, F-terms with costs in M = N p , and F -terms with costs in L = N q .
Product. We show how to construct a product grammar G × G that recognizes terms built over the signature F × F , with costs interpreted in M × L = N p+q .
Firstly, we define products of cost terms and we show that their interpretations fits our previous definition. Let T M be a set of cost terms interpreted in Secondly, we define product of terms (not cost terms) as in Section 4 on the product signature
The non-terminals of the product grammar G × G are all (Q, Q ) with Q ∈ Q ∪ {⊥} and Q ∈ Q ∪ {⊥}. We usually write QQ instead of (Q, Q ). The axiom is Q Ax Q Ax . The rules of G × G are defined as follows:
• For every rule r = Q
• We have similar rules when m < n.
• We have similar rules for the symmetric case.
• For every rule r = Q 4 We use i,∅ but any other i,j is possible since 0 L is neutral for all j 's.
• We have similar rules from r ∈ δ .
• For every rule r = Q c −→ f in δ, G × G has a rule
• For every ε-rule r = Q 1 c, i −→ Q 2 in δ, and every non-terminal Q ∈ Q , G ×G has the ε-rules
• We have similar rules from ε-rules in δ .
All this is made to ensure that:
The proof is omitted and is similar to the proof for product of regular tree grammars (without cost). It uses two additional properties:
• The interpretation of any null term of T M (resp. T L ) is the tuple 0, . . . , 0 in M (resp. L) which is the neutral element of all operations of M involved.
• Derivations involving ⊥ on one component have a null cost on this component by definition of the rules.
The reader may notice that the proposition is false for uninterpreted costs (because extraneous null cost terms occur).
The same construction can be used in a slightly more general framework, where the product G × G of a grammar G generating an x-ary relation (instead of only a ternary relation) with a grammar G generating an y-ary relation gives an grammar generating an (x + y)-ary relation.
Similarly, the product of a grammar with costs over M with a normal regular tree grammar (without costs) G gives a regular tree grammar with costs G ×G with costs over M since G can be seen as a tree grammar with a trivial cost set.
Projection. Given a product G = G 1 × . . . × G n of grammars with costs generating the language L(G), the i-th projection of this language is {(t 1 × . . .
This language can be generated by the regular tree grammar with costs obtained by erasing components i of symbols f 1 f 2 . . . f n and symbols j 1 j 2 ...jn in the grammars rules of G. The proof that this grammar generates indeed the i-th projection of G is similar to the proof for regular tree languages and is omitted. L) is obtained by computing G × G , discarding all rules with symbols f g for f = g and replacing symbols f f by f . The resulting grammar is a grammar G ∧ for terms of T F and costs in M × L. We have that (t, c, c ) ∈ L(G ∧ ) iff (t, c) ∈ L(G) and (t, c ) ∈ L(G ). The proof of this equivalence is similar to the correctness proof done for the construction computing the intersection of two regular tree languages. The main change lies in the treatment of costs since we keep track of costs related to each grammar.
Conjunction. The conjunction of G (with costs in M) and G (with costs in
Concluding remark. The cost grammars given in Fig. 3 for T use rules of the form C −→ C ⊕ C that yield grammars with cost that have rules of the form Q
Such rules don't fit our framework since there is no cost term c involved. We could easily adapt our definition to allow this rules but this leads to a lot of additional cases in the product construction and, in some case, we need to introduce some extraneous 0 M 's terms.
Since we use tree grammar with cost with interpreted costs in mind, we shall merely replace such rules by rules Q
Since 0 M is neutral for all operations, this preserves the set L(G).
TL, the first-order transition logic
The results of Sections 4 and 5 have applications to the decision of process logics over PA.
Assume ∆ is fixed. The (first-order) transition logic TL is the first-order logic of the structure T ; =, * − →, P 1 , . . . where the binary predicates = (equality) and * − → (reachability) have the obvious interpretation, and where P 1 , P 2 , . . . are any additional predicates provided they are recognizable (i.e., their interpretation is a recognizable relation over T : in particular, membership predicates "∈ L" with L a regular tree language are recognizable predicates). Since in our PA framework * − → and = are recognizable predicates, the transition logic is "just" a first-order logic of trees with recognizable predicates.
We use u, v, . . . to denote variables, and s, t, . . . to denote trees in T . The satisfaction relation t 1 , . . . , t n |= ϕ(u 1 , . . . , u n ) is defined as usual in first-order logic. Observe that the relation |= depends on the underlying PA declaration ∆ (since * − → does).
The difference between TL and temporal logics
Because quantifiers can be used freely, and because equality and other predicates are available, transition logics are more expressive than the modal logic EF handled in [30, 27] .
The ability to refer to states is the specific feature of transition logics: these logics can distinguish between otherwise bisimilar processes. For instance, it is possible to state the confluence of * − → through the TL formula
Temporal logics do not have such a mechanism for identifying states precisely and relate them. On the other hand, they can refer to a given path, state properties that hold along this path, and relate paths. This is not possible with transition logics: writing u * − → v, one states that u may go to v via some path, but one cannot isolate this path and refer to it again. Additionally, temporal modalities are recursive by nature, while transition logics only have some built-in fixed points like * − →. As a consequence, simple temporal modalities like EF can be expressed in the transition logic but more complex constructions like E U cannot.
In our PA framework, TL can deal with several simultaneous PA declarations (since any * − → ∆ is a recognizable relation). E.g., one can states that all the terms reachable from X via ∆ = ∆ 1 ∪ ∆ 2 are also reachable using rules from ∆ 1 first, followed by rules from ∆ 2 . One uses the following formula:
TL does not explicitly allow using constants like "X 0", or terms with process variables like "u u". However, such terms could be allowed at no extra cost since they can be eliminated via simple transformations based on recognizable predicates encoding the function symbols. For instance, the following formula
where P is a (recognizable) unary predicate stating that its argument is a term with " " as its root, P l and P r are (recognizable) binary predicates stating that their first argument is the left-hand side (resp. right-hand) of its second argument, and where P X 0 states that its argument is X 0. Observe that this encoding only requires a finite number of predefined predicates: P X 0 can be defined by combining P , P X , P 0 with P l and P r .
Solving TL formulas
Theorem 4.2 immediately gives decidability of TL, or more precisely: Corollary 6.1 There is an effective procedure that, given ∆ and a TL formula ϕ(u 1 , . . . , u n ), computes a regular tree grammar that generates Sol (ϕ).
Being able to compute Sol (ϕ) is more general than deciding validity or satisfiability of ϕ, or than model checking (telling whether t |= ϕ(u) for a given t and ϕ). In particular, this allows the verification of parameterized systems, i.e., verifying that all instances of a parameterized system satisfy a given property. In our framework, this assumes that the set of instances is a regular language. Example 6.2 Let's write t n for n copies of t t (t (t · · · t) . . .)) where t ∈ T and n ∈ N. The set L def = {t n | n = 0, 1, 2, . . .} is regular and one checks that t n |= ϕ(u) for every n by checking L ⊆ Sol (ϕ). What is more, the set of all n s.t. t n |= ϕ can be computed simply by building the grammar for L ∩ Sol (ϕ).
DTL and decomposable constraints
In this section we extend TL with "decomposable" predicates that can express properties of the cost c in steps s c − → t.
Decomposable cost predicates
A cost predicate P is a unary predicate over cost terms, or equivalently a subset of T M . We write P (c) when P holds for c.
Decomposable cost predicates generalize the notion of "decomposable regular languages" we introduced in [27] (see also [35, 29, 19] ).
Definition 7.1 A set DP of cost predicates is a decomposable family if seq-decompositions: for all P ∈ DP there is a finite index set I and a family of predicates {P
par-decompositions: for all P ∈ DP there is a finite family of predicates {P
unit-decompositions: for all P ∈ DP and all cost terms c appearing in ∆, there is a finite family of predicates {P c i ∈ DP | i ∈ I} such that for all c ∈ T M , P (c ⊕ c ) iff i∈I P c i (c ).
A predicate P is decomposable if it belongs to a finite decomposable family. then Ω is finite and the predicates "c = α", "c < α" and "c > α" for α ∈ Ω, form a decomposable family in a straightforward way.
7.2 The decomposable transition logic DTL DTL ("Decomposable" Transition Logic) is the first-order logic that extends TL by allowing all binary predicates of the form " ∃c P (c) − −−→", where P is any decomposable cost predicate. Observe that DTL is only a fragment of a first-order logic with two sorts and a ternary − → predicate, where cost variables cannot be freely used. They are quantified upon whenever they are introduced (as with the freeze quantification of [2] ). This explains why we often shortly write u Assume DP is a decomposable family. The non-terminals of C are the nonterminals of C decorated with a predicate P ∈ DP (except that we keep I, I ⊥,s and I X,s without any decoration). The intention is that R P recognize all products t × t s.t. t ∃P − → t .
The rules for C are similar to the rules for C. For example, the rules for R
found in (δ 4 ) are replaced by all rules of the following form, where P is any predicate from DP:
for all (P i , P i ) in the par-decomposition of P ,
for all (P i , P i ) in the seq-decomposition of P , R P −→ 00
The rules for the Q X,s P etc. are built similarly, extending the corresponding rules in Fig. 3 . With this we can prove a lemma similar to Prop. 4.6: for all s, t ∈ T , R P * s×t
The corollary is that DTL is decidable, or more precisely:
Theorem 7.5 For any decomposable family of costs predicates, there is an effective procedure that, given ∆ and a DTL formula ϕ(u 1 , . . . , u n ), outputs a tree grammar generating Sol (ϕ).
The timed transition logic TTL
DTL and Theorem 7.5 can be instantiated in meaningful ways. In the rest of this section we consider a situation where costs denote some kind of durations.
More precisely, we adopt the framework of Example 2.8 and look at TTL (Timed Transition Logic), an instance of DTL based on the timing constraints from Example 7.3. Thus TTL extends TL by allowing all atoms u ∃c τ −→ v where τ is a time constraint built according to the following grammar:
where the C's can be any numerical constant from T (and where c is the free cost variable of τ ). (Observe that c < C is really a short way of writing
In TTL, one may write formulas expressing properties like from any state reachable from an initial state in less than 5 time units, it is possible to reach a final state in less than 10 time units as follows:
Then, because these time constraints are decomposable, we have Proposition 7.6 For any time constraint τ , the relation s ∃c τ −→ t is recognizable.
We also have the following instantiation of Theorem 7.5:
The logic TTL is decidable.
TTL can be enriched. Consider, for example, the binary predicate u . Such loops are easy to compute and list, and it is then easy to adapt our automaton for * − → so that it keeps track of whether an opportunity for the loops has been encountered. 2 Example 7.9 (Two other "timed" logics for free) Using the same time domain and the same time constraints, we may change the definition of ⊗ and interpret it as addition (like ⊕), thereby reducing parallelism to interleaving. Another variant is to exchange the roles of ⊕ and ⊗: then the costs measure the maximal degree of parallelism rather than the elapsed time. In both cases the constraints remain decomposable and we still have a decidable TTL.
TLC , a parameterized transition logic with Parikh costs
Extending transition logics like we did in the previous section allows referring to the underlying costs in reachability predicates, but it only provides a limited way of stating properties of these costs. In this section, we consider adding a first-order logic of costs to transition logic. The resulting two-sorted logic, called TLC , is very expressive. In verification settings, it allows stating parameterized properties with parameters ranging over costs (and processes) rather than only processes as in section 6.2. We also fix the cost constraints we shall allow: we use Presburger formulas over the components of costs. This allows to state properties such as "s reaches t using as many actions a than actions b".
Formally, TLC allows three kinds of atoms:
• all R(u 1 , . . . , u n ) where R is a recognizable relation (and u 1 , . . . , u n are process variables), • all ψ(ȳ) where ψ is a Presburger formula, Finally, TLC formulas are given by the abstract syntax:
Even with our restriction to Parikh costs and Presburger constraints, the full TLC is undecidable (see Prop. 8.1). Therefore we introduce two fragments that will be shown decidable (Theo. 8.2): the parameterized existential fragment: which is the set of closed formulas that can be written under the form (∃|∀ȳ)
and the parameterized universal fragment: which is the set of closed formulas that can be written under the form (∃|∀ȳ)
Observe that the two fragments are dual: a formula in one fragment is equivalent to the negation of a formula in the other fragment.
Further, and since the complement of a recognizable relation is recognizable (similarly the negation of a Presburger formula is a Presburger formula), the restriction on the polarity of atoms only applies to reachability atoms "u ∃xψ(x,ȳ) − −−− → v" with some non-emptyȳ (hence u * − → v, etc., can be negated freely).
Expressing properties with TLC
We consider the PA example ∆ Weight that abstracts the divide-and-conquer Weight program from Fig. 1 .
This system is decorated with Parikh costs by isolating the following actions: sp, seq, sw and add . sp is associated with rule r 1 , and allows counting the number of times parallel coroutines are spawned. Similarly seq, associated with rule r 7 , allows counting recursive calls in the sequential part. sw is associated with rule r 6 , when computation sw itches from W to W seq, and add is associated with rules r 5 and r 11 where an add ition of subweights is performed. states that "runs from X l0 never use less sp's and seq's than add 's". Finally, the formula ∀u X l0 ∃x.xsp +xseq =x add
further states that these figures coincide only when we reach "terminated" situations.
Observe that these three TLC formulas belong to the parameterized universal fragment and do not even use parameters.
An example illustrating the usefulness of parameters is:
stating that all paths from a same u to a same v contain the same number of add 's. This last formula belongs to the parameterized universal fragment.
Decidability for TLC
We are interested in whether, given a PA declaration ∆, a given closed TLC formula is valid.
The problem is undecidable in general:
The problem whether, given some ∆, a closed TLC formula ϕ is valid, is undecidable, even when restricted to formulas ϕ of the fragment without parameters and with only ∃∀ quantification for process variables.
This result motivated the isolation of the parameterized fragments of TLC , for which we get the following decidability results:
The parameterized existential and the parameterized universal fragments of TLC are decidable.
The proof of Theorem 8.2 relies on the classical result that semilinear sets are exactly the sets definable in Presburger arithmetic (see [18] ). This is used to prove the next proposition for which we introduce the following definition. Let Φ be a parameterized existential TLC formula. Φ is some (∃|∀ȳ) * (∃ u) * ϕ: we write φ(y 1 , . . . , y k ) for the "(∃ u) * ϕ" part and let Sol (φ) = { n 1 , . . . , n k | |= φ(n 1 , . . . , n k )}. Theorem 8.3 Let Φ be a parameterized existential TLC formula, then Sol (φ) is an effectively computable semilinear set.
For proving this, we begin by linking the atomic predicates of TLC to tree grammars with costs: this is easy to do since the grammars we used in Prop. 4.4 already formed a cost grammar. To fit precisely our framework, we simply consider the cost rules given in Fig. 3 where we replace rules C −→ C C by rules C −→ 0 M ⊕ (C C ) and similarly for ⊗ (which doesn't change the set of interpreted costs, see the last remark of section 5). Then we merge the resulting grammar with the regular tree grammar given in Fig. 3 in order to obtain a regular tree grammar with costs G that generates * ⇒. The grammar has the following properties: (1) for each c ∈ L C (R) (resp. L C (R )) there are some s and t and a derivation s
(The proof is just a rehash of the proof of Prop. 4.6, where the use of interpretation allows to get rid of the extraneous 0 M 's).
This lemma must be handled cautiously since, as with Prop. 5.3, we cannot simultaneously choose a s × t ∈ L(R), a c ∈ L C (R), and assume s c ⇒ t.
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 8.3. It goes through a succession of steps:
Input formula. Consider the TLC formula φ(y 1 , . . . , y k ). It has the form (∃ u) * ϕ. For simplicity, we assume ϕ only contains reachability atoms (the proof is the same when R(ū) atoms for recognizable R's are allowed) and has no disjunctions (this is no loss of generality since φ is an existential formula).
Hence ϕ is some ∃ū,v
− −−−−− → v i where, after some renaming, we may assume that thex i 's are all disjoint.
Linearization. The linearization ϕ L of ϕ is the formula computed from ϕ by renaming all term variables such that they occur only once in ϕ L . We still write u i , v i for the renamed variables (and let u The resulting ϕ L is not equivalent to ϕ, but if we conjunct ϕ L with Id ϕ (a formula stating equality of the relevant components) and apply a projection to get rid of the extra components, we obtain a formula that is equivalent to ϕ.
For instance a formula ϕ ≡ u 
The set L C (G) is an effectively computable semilinear set (by proposition 5.4).
Computation of the solutions of arithmetical constraints. Define
This is a Presburger formula that can be built effectively.
Lemma 8.5 Sol (φ) = {z | |= ϕ PA (z)}.
Decidability for PTTL
As in section 8, we show decidability for restricted fragments of PTTL: 6 the parameterized existential fragment: which is the set of closed formulas that can be written under the form (∃|∀ȳ)
, and the parameterized universal fragment: which is the set of closed formulas that can be written under the form (∃|∀ȳ)
The following theorem is the counterpart for PTTL of Theorem 8.2 for TLC :
The parameterized existential (resp. universal) fragment of PTTL is decidable.
The rest of the section is devoted to a proof of Theorem 9.1. Our approach follows the earlier proof for TLC (tree grammars with costs are associated with basic atoms, and then combined and/or transformed). There is a difference however: we are in a situation where we do not know how to compute the cost sets generated by cost grammars. Thus our method uses approximations of costs sets and relies on the fortunate fact that, for the fragments we consider, cost sets can be safely replaced by their approximations.
Approximating the language generated by cost grammars
We consider cost terms on a cost set M with operations I for all I ⊆ {1, . . . , p}. As in section 5, the interpretation domain is M = N p and the interpretation of I is given by z 1 , . . . , z p = x 1 , . . . , x p I y 1 , . . . , y p iff z i = max(x i , y i ) when i ∈ I and z i = x i + y i otherwise. Assume G has non-terminals C 1 , . . . , C n and rules of the form C −→ C 1 J C 2 , or C −→ C , or C −→ c. We denote by L(C) the language of T M generated by any non-terminal C and by L(C) its interpretation in M. The approximation process proceeds in two steps. We first compute a new grammar G Π from G that will generate Π I L(C) for all I ⊆ {1, . . . , p} and non-terminal C of G. The grammar G Π is defined as follows:
• the non-terminals are all C I for C a non-terminal of G and I a subset of {1, . . . , p}, • it contains the rules C I −→ C We let the reader check that G is embedded in G Π (when renaming C by C ∅ ) and that (G Π ) Π is embedded in G Π (when renaming (C I ) J by C I∪J ).
The following proposition is proved by a straightforward induction on derivation length:
Proposition 9.2 For each non-terminal C of G, and subset I of {1, . . . , p}, the following properties hold: -For each derivation C * c in G (resp. C I * Π I c in G Π ) there is a derivation C I * Π I c in G Π (resp. C * c in G) having the same length. -L(C I ) = Π I L(C).
After dealing with projections, we now deal with the effective approximation step. Our goal is to transform a cost grammar G with operations I that mix additions and maximums to a cost grammar G A with Parikh costs. The set L(G A ) is a superset of L(G) but the approximation is "safe" in that, for every cost c in L(G A ) \ L(G), we can find a c ∈ L(G) with c ≤ c .
The idea underlying the construction of G A is to replace a rule C −→ max(C 1 , C 2 ) by two rules C −→ C 1 and C −→ C 2 and see that the safety criterion is preserved through rules involving maxima or sums. However, while this simple scheme works in dimension 1, the general case has to deal with mixed operations I that take maxima on positions i ∈ I and sums on positions i ∈ I.
We now describe a construction that generalizes the previous idea in higher dimensions. Let G Π be constructed from G as seen above. If X = C I is a non-terminal of G Π , we denote by X J the non-terminal C I∪J . G A is defined by:
• its non-terminals are exactly the non-terminals of G Π , • the rules X −→ X 1 I X 2 with I = ∅ in G Π are replaced by all rules X −→ X J 1 + X K 2 where J ∪ K = I and J ∩ K = ∅ (here "+" denotes ∅ ).
By construction, G A is a cost grammar with Parikh costs, therefore the language L(X) generated by any non-terminal X of G A is a semilinear set.
The next two propositions relate G and G A . • In case the derivation start with a rule of the form C −→ c or C −→ C , the proof is similar (even simpler). 2 PROOF (of Theorem 9.1). The proof is similar to the proof of theorem 8.3.
To a parameterized formula ϕ of the form ∃ū,v We claim that ϕ is satisfiable iff the Presburger formula
is satisfiable:
). Therefore the Presburger's formula holds.
• ⇐ direction: If x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ L(C A Q Ax ) and x i > ψ i (ȳ i ) for 1, . . . , n, there exists x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ L(C Q Ax ) such that x i ≥ x i > ψ i (ȳ i ) for i = 1, . . . , n. Therefore ϕ is satisfiable. 2
Conclusion
The recognizability of * − → extends our earlier results on reachability sets. This also opens new directions for automata-theoretic approaches to the verification of PA-processes, since being able to compute the set of solutions of a transition logic formula allows a smooth and general approach to the verification of parameterized properties for parameterized systems.
Additionally, the automata-theoretic approach relies on quite simple constructions. The consequence is that we can easily extend it in various ways, as we demonstrated with reachability under decomposable cost predicates, with various timed extensions of the transition logic, and with TLC where both PA-processes and Parikh costs can be constrained via parameterized formulas.
An important open problem is the complexity of the decision problem for the logic TL. The decision procedure that we gave is non-elementary since each quantifier alternation yields an exponential blowup but we don't know whether a lower complexity can be obtained. This should help understand what cost sets and what decomposable predicates can be handled in practice, and what restrictions may be fruitfully imposed on transition logics so that they remain computationally tractable.
